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ABSTRACT (120 words) 
 
The current research is aimed at investigation the micro-explosion phenomenon 
of a tri-fuel emulsion in compression ignition (CI) engine. Alcohols and biodiesel 
to be emulsified in diesel fuel at different proportions for an improvement in the 
combustion, performance and emission through the manipulation of the micro-
explosion phenomenon. In its initial stage, the research planning was limited to 
preparation stage where the main activities in this stage are literature review and 
preparation of equipment and materials. Optimization of the ultrasonic emulsifier 
for the emulsion preparation by varying the amplitude, the pulse and time of 
emulsion has been conducted to see the effect of the stability of the emulsion. 
Besides, the stability and fuel characterization of different proportion of 
component fuels has been investigated and an article is in the review process. 

 

LAMPIRAN B



Comparison between the emulsion and blending was studied. A setup for the 
spray characterization and compression ignition engine is ready. Onset of micro-
explosion phenomenon is investigated. The spray penetration comparison of 
different emulsified fuels and diesel fuel are compared. Besides, the spray 
spread, the droplet size, spray cone and spray dispersion and their relationship 
with the physico-chemical characteristics of the emulsified fuel is done. Flame 
visualization: Flame visualization has become a challenge on the progress of the 
study. The chamber is equipped with visualization window. the glass being used 
for the visualization is BK glass where it can only withstand temperature of 700 
K. Therefore, the glass breaks when combustion is initiated. Therefore, the 
experiment is limited to spray characterization and investigation of micro-
explosion phenomenon. The combustion and emission study is completed. The 
effect of emulsification on the combustion, performance and emissions was 
investigated and their relationship with the physico-chemical characteristics of 
the emulsified fuel is done. The OPEN FOAM modeling, nozzle geometry is 
prepared, meshing is completed and setting up boundary and governing 
equations ongoing. The modeling work is completed. Model validation was done 
with the help of the experimental data. There is a strong agreement. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Fossil fuel demand is increasing (BP, 2017; Martins, Felgueiras, Smitkova, 

& Caetano, 2019; Tran, 2019). It is expected that between 2020 and 2030, the 

irreversible decline of global fossil fuel production per capita is forecasted 

(Nehring, 2009). According to the estimation in view of BP 2015  statistic review, 

there are less than 44 years of oil remaining with primary oil fields now already 

started demonstrating production decreasing (Leopold & Hutchins, 2016). Again, 

BP 2017 statistics has revealed a decreasing pattern on world oil production and 

with a slight increase in reserve. Nevertheless, the calculated figure has 

suggested that the reserve is sufficient for 50.6 years of current production (BP, 

2017). According to ExxonMobil, through 2040, diesel demand is expected to 

account for at least 70% of all transportation fuel growth. 

One of the prominent fossil fuel is diesel used in compression ignition 

engine. Perceptively controversial however the engine is versatile and has been 

in many applications because of the durability. However, the engine emission is 

the main limitation which challenging its existence. The concentration of gas 

emission in the city is identified to be the main concern. Especially in the urban 

area, the air quality problem is found to be concentrated. The diesel engine is still 



in high demand considering running with diesel fuel is much more efficient and 

cheaper than running with petrol.  

The gases that contribute the most from the combustion of the CI engine 

includes unburned hydrocarbon (HC), Nitrogen oxide (NOx), carbon monoxide 

(CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2). CO is colourless gas with the same density as 

air and could replace oxygen from blood caused by incomplete combustion. In 

theory, CO2 and water are converted from the combustion of diesel fuel. 

However, due to impurity and imperfection of combustion, CO is produced and 

react with oxygen and producing CO2. An excessive amount of CO2 in the long 

term may affect global climate change. CO2 excessive emission comes from 

fossil fuel combustion (Höök & Tang, 2013). The increase in CO2 and NOx are a 

lethal combination. NOx actually poisoners and have been linked by the health 

organization to a serious respiratory condition. Originally, mitigation from a petrol 

engine to the diesel engine is because of CO2 reduction. This seems like a 

solution at first but actually not. To counter this, emission regulation implemented 

strict emission standard and continuously pressuring engine manufacturer to act 

upon the issue. By the year 2021, heavily regulated, the expectation of NOx 

emission will be set to become 1/10th of today limit (Santini, Gosala, & Shaver, 

2016).  

Traffic congestion is one of the root cause of air pollution. Moreover, there 

is an increasing concern that the compression ignition (CI) engine is one of the 

significant ignition sources with immense air pollution contributor to one extent. 

Exposure to the diesel engine emission is a potential risk associated with a 

health problem such as the risk of brain damage, increased of cardiovascular 

illness, lung cancer and heart diseases (Costello et al., 2018; Nemmar et al., 

2003; Neophytou, Picciotto, Costello, & Eisen, 2016; Poulsen, Sørensen, 

Andersen, Ketzel, & Raaschou-Nielsen, 2016; S. Yang & He, 2016). Although 

individual transport vehicles with diesel fuel-powered may seem like minor 

suspects at one glance. Nevertheless, the statistic on pollution watch revealed 

otherwise. World demand for transport fuel alone accounts for 60% of world oil 

consumption with a market share of a vehicle with a diesel engine in some of the 



European countries have exceeded 60% (Hegab, La, & Shayler, 2016). 

Particularly, heavy engine class and passenger vehicle run on diesel 

correspondingly accountable due to the expected demand increase by 85% 

between 2010 and 2040 (Hegab et al., 2016). Consequently, a heavy-duty diesel 

engine shared the highest portion of NOx to the scenario (Y. Kim, Han, & Sohn, 

2017). Agricultural and construction sector widely attached to the heavy-duty 

application of diesel power machinery. Subsequently, the demand for diesel is 

higher as compared to gasoline due to the wider scope of diesel engine 

application, unlike gasoline engine which is only for transportation (Abu-Hamdeh 

& Alnefaie, 2015).  

A recent study proposed a new model of demand forecasting. The model 

suggests an engine manufacturer to consider reducing the production of the 

heavy-duty diesel engine in responding to the rise of the next-generation 

technology. The technology that could cope with the upcoming wave of strict 

emission regulation (Y. Kim et al., 2017). To expect new technology such as an 

electric car or hybrid engine to immediately replace CI engine is not yet feasible. 

In addition, prompt oil price drop as a result of such technology rise can still be 

considered unrealistic. Some of the current hybridization disadvantages include 

the no improvement in rate battery capacity, the additional cost of a battery, 

weight increase, the intricacy of the vehicle system and the complex control 

system (Pollet, Staffell, & Shang, 2012). Dispelling myths, high electricity 

consumption will only indirect causing more fossil fuels to be burned. In the end, 

it all brings back to square one. Furthermore, mass production and the use of 

hybrid or electric car are seemingly not the solutions yet considering electric 

vehicle battery with doubt rely on the availability of the “critical metal” known as 

lithium (Speirs, Contestabile, Houari, & Gross, 2014). 

Fossil fuel has been identified harming the environment and may be 

possible to run out in the future. Hence, the world is now inclined to shift into 

renewable sources such as biofuels. While global climate protection is the 

responsibility of all, it is the risk that requires sharing act and creative solutions.  



The source of biofuel is widely available and potentially has a lot to offer. 

Unfortunately, it has not been fully utilized specifically as a source of energy for 

the engine. Malaysia for example with large feedstock source such as palm oil 

promote value to remove biofuel technology barrier associated with the energy 

source for the engine. Lately, the Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB) is seen in 

full swing to improve the palm oil industry. On the light of that, mix approach with 

biodiesel, bioethanol and diesel received interest. The mixed fuel approaches up 

to three compositions or known as tri-fuel will not only be addressing the air 

pollution and lessen down total dependency on fossil fuel but also potentially 

capable of boosting the trade and development between nation. A number of 

mitigation strategies that have already been the topic of research interest such as 

water in diesel, fuel additive as well as bi-fuel indirectly inspired the idea of tri-fuel 

and has begun to appear in the literature.  

Currently, bioethanol has no market in diesel engine fuel for the 

transportation sector. The second generation of ethanol use biomass which can 

boost rural economy unlike the primary generation of ethanol from starch content 

such as cone, sugar cane or many more which competes with the food source. 

The discouragement is understandable since while the number of people dying 

on food hunger in someplace increases, to utilize the source for fuel production 

does not make sense, not recommended and a non-ethical.  

Moreover, since the limit factor is viscosity and oxygen content, NOx 

emission will be expected to be higher with beyond 20% biodiesel input. With 

less than 20% biodiesel, the performance is almost on par with conventional 

diesel but to go beyond, the performance may decline. The same is true with 

ethanol-diesel blend optimization benchmark up to 15%. Together in the tri-fuel 

application, the replacement can be possible to achieve up to 30% (S. A. Shahir 

et al., 2014). Especially in Malaysia context on job creation and with national 

energy security, tri-fuel is worth counting on and will be one of the strategic 

action. In addition, Malaysia was previously fuel exporter country and now the 

inclination is shifting slowly towards fuel import country. Holistically, what tri-fuel 

could contribute locally would be a dependency on import may reduce and 



perhaps export more. Furthermore, commercialization of locally available 

resource could contribute to more job creation especially covering rural areas.  

CI engine combust differently compared to the SI engine. The process is 

unsteady and the technical limitation of the diesel engine is on the spontaneous 

flame coming from heterogeneous charge mainly with respect to excessive 

formation of particulate matter, smoke and NOx formation. Narrow down further, 

exploring the possible attribute of tri-fuel emphasis on the backbone of 

compression ignition engine principle is substantial. Apart from responding to the 

issue of crude oil reserve limit, dependency and oil price fluctuation, fuel quality 

control improvement is also the aim of the environmental and human health as 

the ground foundation. The challenge is not just to make tri-fuel applicable in the 

existing CI engine with little or no engine modification but also to make it more 

efficient than singular conventional diesel fuel. One way is by re-examining the 

vital transformation phase of a tri-fuel droplet from liquid to gas form which can 

be considered essential in compression ignition principle. In the current CI engine 

operation, especially at high speed, even with diesel fuel, insufficient time for all 

liquid droplet to burn completely has been recognized as default drawback of 

combustion. Some of the fuel is unburned and undesirably reduced to particle 

carbon soot which needs to be addressed creatively. This unresolved blessing in 

disguise limitation might possibly be the crucial advantage with tri-fuel as an 

alternative fuel for CI engine. Tri-fuel tributary on the atomization process which 

happens before the combustion moment in the chamber starts could be the 

novelty solution. That intricate moment in the combustion chamber is known as 

secondary atomization involving puffing and micro-explosion phenomenon. 

Further research in this area is needed to uncover the occurrence of 

micro-explosion phenomenon with tri-fuel emulsion in CI engine and to better 

understand the impact of the event on engine outcome.  

 
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1. Physicochemical Properties Characterization 
2.1.1. Density test  



The density of all samples was measured at 20 ± 1°C using a portable 

density/specific gravity meter model DA-130N with supplied sampling nozzle 

vertical to the ground. The measuring method of the tool is resonant frequency 

oscillation, which was specified in ASTM D777, the standard test method of 

density by portable density meter. The measuring range capability of the density 

meter is from 0.0000 to 2.0000 g/cm3 with a resolution 0.0001 g/cm3 and 

accuracy ±0.001 g/cm3. After the emulsification procedure took place, the 

samples were allowed to cool down to 20°C in a mini refrigerator before 

measurement procedure took place. To avoid ethanol content in tri-fuel emulsion 

from evaporation, the prepared samples was contained in a tightly close plastic 

screw cap glass laboratory bottle. The procedure was repeated three times with 

average value obtained as the final reading to minimize the effect of systematic 

errors.  

 
2.1.2. Viscosity test 
Viscosity is a measure of resistance of fluid to the deformation produced 

by a shear stress. Brookfield, DV-III Ultra Programmable Rheometer was used 

for the viscosity test. Software used was Brookfield Rheocalc V3.3 Build 49-1. 

Properties tested was in accordance to the petroleum standard ASTM D445 

(Suhaimi et al., 2018). Dynamic viscosity was measured according to the 

Equation 2.1; - 

 
2.1 

μ = dynamic viscosity of fluid (N s/m2) 

τ  = shear stress in fluid 

dc = unit velocity (m/s) 

dy = unit distance between layers (m) 

dc / dy = shear rate (s-1) 



Viscosity reading were taken under laminar condition (only directed by the 

shearing force) and average reading were taken within the detected equivalent 

range of 10% to 100% torque reading for any combination of spindle speed 

rotation. Temperature of each sample was recorded at initial stage spindle 

rotation starts at 40°C ± 1°C. Experiment was executed immediately after each 

preparation of sample with at least three repetitions. Maximum acceptable value 

of diesel standard viscosity according to ASTM D7467 is 4.1 cSt (Ali et al., 2015). 

Table  shows primary program setting used for the viscosity test. Results from 

the original unit was converted to the unit of centipoise (cP) for analysis. 

Table 1 Primary insert program setting for Rheometer 

Primary 

setting 

CMD Parameter 

set 

Description 

Set Speed SSN 10 
Run the Rheometer at the specified 

speed  

Loop start count LSC 25 Mark the start of the loop 

Wait for time WTI 15 
Remain at the steps until the specified 

time interval (mm:ss) has elapsed 

Speed increment 

(+/-) 
SSI 10 

Increment or decrement the current 

speed by the specified value 

 

2.1.3. Surface tension test 
For surface tension test, Tension meter, Data Physics/ DCAT 9T software 

was used. Method of surface tension measurement that was chosen was 

Wilhelmy thin plate and ring method test was used for countercheck result 

validity. Wilhelmy equation was applied as expressed by the equation 2.2. The 

stage moved down the plate down towards the surface of the liquid until the 

meniscus connects with it. The Tensiometer measured the force acting on the 

plate due to its wetting. The force (F) needed to detach it from the surface of the 

liquid is expressed as eEquation 2.3 where cos  was equal to 1 considering as 

the plate was wet completely to achieve 0.1% accuracy. Surface tension acts on 

both sides of the plate, hence multiplying by two was needed. The same goes to 



the ring method, where the surface tension was multiplied by two because the it 

acts on the inside and outside circumference of the ring. The ring inner and outer 

radii were assumed equal considering the ring was precisely thin manufactured 

for the equipment. The total force needed to detach the ring (Total weight) is 

expressed in the equation 2.4. Humidity and room temperature were controlled at 

50% and 25 ± 1°C, respectively. Experiment was executed immediately after 

each preparation of sample with at least three repetitions. Properties tested was 

in accordance to the petroleum standard ASTM D971. 

 
2.2 

 2.3 

 2.4 

Surface tension is the tensile force acting on a liquid surface of the fuel. At 

the surface, the bond is extra tight due to the stretching between molecules. 

Compared to the surface and the inner area, the bond strength is unbalance and 

yield stronger tension. The area at the surface is reducing due to the tendency of 

the attraction force known as surface tension.  

2.1.4. Average droplet size test 
Average droplet size can be obtained with Zetasizer machine [39][40]. 

Hence, the measurement to obtain the average droplet size of the 20 samples 

was done using Zetasizer Nano S90 machine. It is determined by measuring the 

Brownian motion of the droplet in the sample. By definition, Brownian motion is 

the random movement of particle in the liquid as a result of surrounding 

bombardment motion of other particle around (Sales & Support, 2014). Hence, 

by measuring the movement speed of the particle undergoing Brownian motion, 

the droplet size can be determined via dynamic light scattering (DLS) system 

(Fischer & Schmidt, 2016). Stokes-Einstein equation defined that relationship 

between the speed of the Brownian motion and the particle size at uniform 

temperature. Since DLS technique takes advantage of Brownian motion, the 

experiment cannot be conducted with unstable temperature or warm fresh made 



tri-fuel emulsion due to rapid motion of Brownian caused by the warm 

temperature. Nevertheless, within 24 hours prior to preparation, all the samples 

were measured with samples temperature at 25 ± 1°C. At such stable 

temperature, basic principle of DLS can be applied. In principle, slow Brownian 

motion means large particle while rapid Brownian motion means smaller the 

droplets.  

High-density glass covet was used instead of disposable low-density 

plastic covet as the standard container. This was to avoid possible low density 

plastic covet material to encounter surface degradation due to chemical reaction 

with tri-fuel emulsion which consequently may affected the scattering light. 

Disposable micropipette was used to carefully pour sample into the high-density 

glass covet. Size measurement dedicated by the machine is 0.3 nm to 10 

microns. The detector in Zetasizer ZS90 is installed at an angle of 900 to the path 

of incident light. Thus, it receives more scattered light compared to 

backscattering set-up where the angle is usually between 1730 and 1750.  

 
2.1.5. Stability test 
Stability test was conducted using a gravitational approach (Reham et al., 

2015) and the method was adopted and modified from previous studies 

(Bahrudin et al., 2019; Corral-Gómez et al., 2019; Kwanchareon et al., 2007; K. 

H. Lee et al., 2017; Low et al., 2017; S. Fernando & M. Hanna, 2013). A volume 

of 500 ml per each sample was prepared and 16 ml for each was carefully 

poured into the test tube using the micropipette and properly sealed with 

aluminium foil for stability test. Two set of test tube for each sample were 

prepared to ensure the repetitive result. Tube test rack under close cap condition 

was used under room temperature between 24°C and 36°C. Humidity recorded 

was between 40% and 80%. The samples were left under gravitational force and 

daily observation was done for any separation. Observation was conducted for a 

total period of 100 days. Daily observation was executed for the first two weeks. 

Weekly observation after that and monthly observation after completed one-

month cycle.  



2.1.6. Morphology 
Qualitative analysis on micro-structural configuration and feature of tri-fuel 

emulsion was executed with digital microscope. The method was adopted and 

modified from the previous study (Fernando & Hanna, 2004; Mehta et al., 2012; 

Tan et al., 2017). The experiment was relying on the interaction of samples with 

a visible light coming from below the sample stage as probe. A two-dimensional 

image was captured and process by open source image processing software 

available called ImageJ and Motic. The morphology study compliment the 

Average Droplet size distribution mentioned in the previous section.  

Human eye is limited in many respects and hence, the use of digital 

microscope could assist in the analysis. The scale that correspond to the visibility 

of the sample for analysis can be macrostructure, mesostructured, microstructure 

and nanostructure. The study is restricted to cover the scale of microstructure. 

Characteristics feature detection concern was homogeneity or inhomogeneity 

prone, geometrical formation, droplet size, dispersed droplet within the 

capsulation, capsulation boundary region, interaction behaviour between droplets 

capsulated such as collision sequence, any dislocation substructure and droplet 

size distribution. Digital microscope brand Dolomite Calestron was employed with 

5X,10X and 40X objective lens and the total magnification of the images was up 

to 400X. Samples were observed immediately after prepared within less than 1 

hour. The micro-structural observation was further investigated after the tri-fuel 

emulsion has passed through the fuel injector. After injection, Microscope (BX51, 

Olympus, Model U_LHOOL-3, Tokyo, Japan) was used with 50X magnification 

and 10 µm depth of field. Software for droplet counting was done by using Motic 

software. 

2.2. Experimental configuration for micro-explosion investigation 
The experimental work was conducted in the Center for Automotive 

Research and Electric Mobility (CAREM) at Universiti Teknologi Petronas (UTP). 

The method was adopted and modified from the previous studies (O. Armas et 

al., 2011; Avulapati et al., 2016, 2019; Corral-Gómez et al., 2019; Y Liu et al., 

2010; Yu Liu et al., 2015; Tanaka, Kadota, Segawa, Nakaya, & Yamasaki, 2006). 



Limitation of the previous study was that the droplet is subjected to contact on a 

solid surface. The droplet distortion and disintegration were observed in the 

previous studies due to contact on the hot surface and secondary atomization 

were not purely generated. Hence, the setup for the second objective of the 

study as shown in Figure  was adopted taking the limitations of the previous 

studies.  

The setup is composed of five main components as follow: - 

 Optical accessible constant volume chamber 

 Droplet generator/ Fuel injection system,  

 Temperature/ pressure monitoring and control system 

 high speed camera with LED lighting. 

 

Figure 1 Schematics of Micro-explosion study setup 

 

2.2.1. Optical accessible constant volume chamber 
Optical accessible constant volume chamber was customized, designed 

and fabricated in a cylindrical shape with two channel optical accessible windows 

using computer numerical control (CNC) lathe and milling machines. Two of 

which were used for camera view and lighting source access. Two narrow holes 



were drilled on the side of the cylindrical chamber for the fuel injection and for the 

real-time temperature measuring thermocouple. Stainless steel was used as the 

core material considering the high melting point around 1510°C. The cylindrical 

shape chamber is assembled with easy to move viewport shutter both side for 

high temperature resistance glass installation. Figure  shows disassemble optical 

accessible constant volume chamber consist of flange, heating element and 

mounting bolts. The optical heat resistance glass was made of fused silica 

material with high melting temperature, approximately at 1650°C and low thermal 

expansion. It was isolated from the metal flange through a heat resistant washer 

made of Teflon and fibreglass as shown in the Figure . The combination of Teflon 

and fibreglass as washer safeguards the optical glass from excessive force 

exerted by the fastening of the screws. Fibreglass was used considering the high 

resistance capability with melting point of 1121°C. Flanges with each has five sets 

of mounting bolt serves as the optical glass attachment. Figure  shows complete 

assembled constant volume chamber with installed fuel injector.  

 

 

Figure 2 Disassemble optical accessible constant volume chamber 

 



 

Figure 3 Fibreglass, teflon and optical glass for optical accessible constant 
volume chamber 

 

 

Figure 4 Assembled constant volume chamber with installed fuel injector. 

 

A customized heater was manufactured by VITAR as shown in the Figure 

. It was made of ceramic specially band heater designed in light weight for 

uniform heat transfer to the chamber. The model is  07/17 IBAA78 is with 



capability of receiving 240 V and 1700 W. Figure  shows the power supply for the 

heating source. 

 

Figure 5 Customized heater 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Power supply for the heating source. 

 

2.2.2. Droplet generation/ fuel injection system 
Droplet is generated from a direct high-pressure common rail fuel injection 

system. The fuel injection system was consisting of induction motor, fuel pump, 



common rail accumulator and fuel injector. Fuel pump with allowable maximum 

pressure 2000 Bar is connected to the induction motor. The fuel pump is for 

charging the fuel rail to generate high-pressure fuel. Common rail accumulator is 

connected to the fuel pump. The high-pressure fuel generated from the fuel 

pump is fed to the common rail accumulator via high-pressure delivery host. 

Meanwhile, a low pressure fuel supply host is connected to the fuel tank. Fuel 

return or excess from the high-pressure fuel pump, rail accumulator and injector 

are relieved back to the second fuel tank. A high pressure fuel injector with six-

hole nozzle and orifice diameter of 0.2 mm each were used to inject the fuel into 

the optical accessible constant volume chamber. The injector has undergone 

minor modification from six holes to a single hole. The injector is position at the 

top of the chamber with approximately 45o incline position to allow nozzle hole to 

point out straight down for spray penetration proportion to gravity force. Figure  

shows the tip of the injector inside the chamber. Injector trigger has been set with 

three-second delays from the click start button. 

 

Figure 7 Tip of the injector inside the chamber 

 

2.2.3. Temperature/ pressure monitoring and control 
The pressure transducer and pressure gauge were connected to the 

common rail accumulator and controlled manually. The pressure sensor was 

installed on the accumulator common rail with the purpose to control the fuel 



injection pressure level. The transducer was installed to convert the physical 

quantity of the pressure detected into an electrical signal. Pressure relief valve 

with pressure relief passage is installed at the end of the common rail 

accumulator to control and limit the overbuild up pressure in the system for safety 

purposes. 

Considering the reliability, availability and affordable, thermocouple type K 

(Nickel-Alumel/ Nickel-Chromium) was chosen and installed to monitor the 

external chamber temperature. Maximum continuous temperature limit 

thermocouple type K can handle is 1100°C with accuracy ± 2.2°C or ± 0.75% and 

special limit of error around ± 1.1°C or ± 0.4%. The second and similar 

specification thermocouple was inserted from the fuel injector hole access into 

the chamber to record the inner chamber temperature before the actual injection.  

2.2.4. High-speed camera setup 
Video camera trigger was done manually prompt to injection pressure 

accumulated in the common rail reach the desired reading level. Figure  shows 

the high-speed camera brand Phantom Miro 310/311LC. It has the capability of 

frame rates up to 650,000 frames per second (fps). However, the speed was 

compensated by the need to change the trade of time resolution with the 

sensitivity to the light. For a macroscopic approach, full spray view was 

visualized using Phantom Miro 310/311LC mounted with AF Micro NIKKOR lens 

60 mm f/2.8D. For a strong backlight source, Multi LED LT-V8-15 Tokyo, Japan 

was used. Software control was Phantom Multicam with 1 µs minimum exposure. 

White paper sheet was used as backlighting filter. For microscopic view, the 

same setup was employed with AF Micro NIKKOR lens was replaced by long-

distance microscope Infinity-K2 coupled with a zoom lens or known as Objective-

CF1 as seen in Figure .  

The number of define pixel to capture an image is defined as resolution. 

For spray study, the resolution setting was set to 128 x 400 pixels at 30,000 fps. 

For the microscopic study, the resolution was set to 256 x 128 with sample rate 

at 45, 491 frames per second. Extreme Dynamic Range (EDR) mode is a unique 



feature of the recent high-speed camera model. The purpose of the feature is to 

allow each pixel in the frame to receive one or two short exposure time for 

detected overexposed pixel or slightly longer exposure for the pixel that received 

normal lights level. The EDR exposure time is set to 0 µs. 

With a single-lens reflex camera (SLR), the mirror is positioned in front of 

the shutter, flip-up, away from the shutter, temporary block viewfinder, shutter 

move away, exposing light, shutter closed followed by the mirror. In order to 

overcome the shutter delay, video recording was chosen considering it as the 

best option. Global shutter is needed to get a better shot of scientific analysis 

because of the very fast-moving object. Unlike a mechanical shutter that 

captured each line of pixel one line at a time. In a single image, each pixel is 

captured gradually or not at the same exact time spot. Thus, the global shutter is 

the best option. Every single pixel is taken at the same spot of time. The high-

speed camera is equipped with a global electronic shutter with minimum 

exposure of 1 µs. A long exposure gives a bright static image but any motion, the 

image will be blurred. Short exposure is ideal for motion. Since the motion is very 

fast, the best practice is to have very bright support light for high shutter speed 

setting. This is because the exposure duration to light is very short, hence limited 

light will be captured. As a result, the darker image appeared. In this study, auto 

exposure was enabled with 0 µs frame delay. For a macroscopic approach, 

exposure (shutter) time was set between 30 to 40 µs with 0 µs frame delay. For 

the microscopic approach, exposure was set to 2.02 µs and an auto-exposure 

was enabled and locked at the trigger.  

Phantom Miro 310/311LC operates in 12 bits’ mode, hence, the 

acquisition was set to 12 bits per colour for both approaches. The camera is 

positioned approximately 50 cm from the centre of the chamber as seen in Figure 

. Camera pointing at the centre of the tip of the injector installed in the optical 

constant volume chamber as seen in the Figure . A manual adjustment was done 

from the injector tip by using adjustable focus located at the lens to obtain sharp 

images. The optical scale was 0.24 mm/pixel. Similarly, the camera position was 

adjusted manually to get a sharp view of the image. For both approaches, the 



recording format was raw CINE. The high-speed camera was powered by using 

an AC power adapter connected to the computer. Fully spread, stable Tripod with 

independent extensible leg and spreader was employed to hold and secure the 

position of the camera. Other mobile mounting was not necessary. To avoid 

unnecessary camera shaking or an accidental movement due to the manual 

finger pressing button located at the camera, a remote button trigger was 

installed.  

Underexposure will cause the image too dark while overexposure will 

cause the image too bright. To avoid any extreme cases while avoiding 

damaging the camera, auto exposure brackets mode was enabled. For droplet 

study calibration, a ruler is inserted at the fuel injector mount hole located at the 

side of a cylindrical constant volume chamber. The ruler was carefully inserted at 

the centre of the hole that matches the centre of the fuel injector. For spray 

study, the camera was focally aimed at the ruler as seen in Figure Error! 

Reference source not found.. For droplet study calibration, a similar practice 

was exercised as seen in Figure . The camera was the first zoom and aim at the 

injector aiming for texture detail of the nozzle tip. The camera carefully zoomed in 

and out to focus and reveal the surface roughness nozzle tip. Once the detail is 

observed, the high-speed camera was carefully tilted up or down and pan left or 

right to systematically locate the region of the target. It was an extreme close up 

shot and is suitable for revealing detail.  

  



 

Figure 8 High-speed camera brand Phantom Miro 310/311LC. 

 

 

Figure 9 Camera pointing at the centre of the tip of the injector installed in 
the optical constant volume chamber. 

 



 

Figure 10 Calibration for spray study. 

 

  

Figure 11 Focus and calibration for droplet study before zoom in. 
 

 

 

2.3. Analysing the spray and the micro-explosion phenomenon 



The method was adopted from previous studies (Corral-Gómez et al., 

2019; Tang, Feng, Zhan, Ma, & Huang, 2017; Zhan et al., 2018). Figure  shows 

the selected definition of spray cone angle and spray penetration adapted from 

the previous study (Tang et al., 2017). C. Tang et al (2017) measure spray cone 

by first of all dividing the spray penetration into half and connect the two end 

spray point of that half. Figure  shows the adapted definition of spray spread 

defined from the measure radial distance.  

 

Figure 12 Definition of spray cone and the spray penetration  

Source: (Tang et al., 2017) 

 



 

                                               

 

Figure 13 Spray tip penetration and radial distance (mm) and (b) spray cone 
angle (degrees)  

Source: (S. H. Park et al., 2009) 

In order to capture the specific event of micro-explosion phenomenon on a 

single droplet, the camera focus was specifically positioned on a few millimetres 

after the spray nozzle tip. Instead of targeting only at the left or right side of the 

spray, the targeted area focuses from the tip of the orifice to further down. The 

method was adopted from the previous study (Ismael et al., 2018). Meanwhile, to 

capture the spray characteristics, the camera was positioned horizontally straight 

line from the spray at a distance of approximately 40 cm from the optical 

accessible chamber. 

2.3.1. Image processing and data analysis technique 
Visual motion-captured were exploited in various settings. Visual 

description of an event was presented with common ground found in all the three 

selected samples of tri-fuel emulsion. The fascination of the captured event was 



breakdown into an up-close and personal noted observation. The speed of the 

droplet breaks up caused by the micro-explosion was expected to be very fast. It 

could have never been possible to notice and watch with the naked eye without 

high frame rate capacity of the high-speed camera. The set of a still image is 

presented to detect static and dynamic feature of micro-explosion phenomenon 

of tri-fuel emulsion droplet under high-pressure injection in the constant volume 

chamber at high temperature. In addition, the geometry of the droplet was 

quantified and plotted. Quantitative analysis procedure involved extracted image 

from video format and process it as an individual frame with image processing 

software.  

After identifying and selecting the desired frame from the recorded video, 

The processing of the video was performed by first, converted the video from 

CINE format to individual sequence static image in Tagged Image File Format 

(TIFFs). TIFFs save the date in a lossless format. In other words, the data can be 

saved as 8 or 16 bits over itself repeatedly without losing any single image 

quality along the road. In comparison to JPEG, TIFFs can store more information 

with greater quality. Furthermore, TIFFs require no conversion like RAW files. 

With TIFF format, each of the image frames was processed. Some of the TIFF 

images require conversion into JPEG format before processing can take place. 

Then, the image is cropped, sharpened, removed the noise and processed 

before measurement can be done. Since no image is perfect or absolute noise-

free, native noise reduction tool was applied with edge-preserving. Noise 

reduction filters have three settings; strength, preserve details and reduce colour 

noise. All the images were processed by using a freely available open-source 

software called ImageJ. 

The image enhancement process is to improve the quality of the image 

with the help of spatial and frequency domain. Here the type of images that can 

be converted to digital form. Binary or black and white with an only two-pixel 

value which is 0 and 1. Grey (0 to 255) and coloured (RGB). 1 element equal to 8 

bits. Derived from the spray image using the software, the image was processed 

for analysis. The processes include edge detection, split colour channel, 



sharpening, binary, histogram and colour balance. The following step was 

followed to obtain the data via the build-in ImageJ measuring tool. A similar 

method was adopted and repeated with a single droplet analysis. The image was 

derived from the countless selected droplet that undergoes a micro-explosion 

phenomenon. 

Resolution is a dimension of which we can measure how many pixels are 

on the screen. An image is actually a matric. Grey level is a value of that pixel. 

Pixel is measured with a special image captured of known measurement such as 

a ruler. Once calibrated, the pixel can be used to measure the droplet image. 

Quantification of snapshot concern with calibration for pixel measurement. The 

pixel aspect ratio was set to 1.0 with known distance as per scale on the ruler; 1 

mm. For spray study, the set scale was 4.4638 pixel/mm ± 0.2 pixels/mm while 

for droplet study the set scale was 37.0539 pixel/mm ± 2 pixels/mm. With the 

calibrated scale of the pixel setup in place, droplet surface area and axial 

distance subject to axial direction X or Y of burst out droplet could be measured 

easily using the processed image. Point to note is that axial distance Y refers to 

the same direction as the gravity pull. The measured droplet diameter could then 

be used to calculate the droplet centricity. Spherical status of a droplet can be 

represented by the droplet centricity which is the ratio of shortest to the longest 

measured axial distance (droplet diameter) adapted from the previous study 

(Ghaemi et al., 2008).  

 
2.4. Experimental Method for combustion characteristic investigation 

2.4.1. Engine setup 
The method was adopted and modified from the previous study (Awad, 

Mamat, M. Ali, Fahmi Othman, & Abdullah, 2017; A. F. Chen et al., 2018; 

Kamarulzaman, Abdullah, & Mamat, 2019; Mahmudul, Hagos, Mamat, & 

Abdullah, 2016; Mahmudul, Hagos, Mamat, Noor, et al., 2017; Musthafa, Kumar, 

Mohanraj, & Chandramouli, 2018). The experimental work was conducted in the 

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universiti Malaysia Pahang. A single-cylinder 

water-cooled horizontal positioned 4-stroked diesel engine was used in the 

current study. The detail specification of the engine is provided in Table . 



Table 2 Engine specification 

Description Specification 

Engine Model YANMAR TF120 

Engine Type Horizontal diesel 4 stroke cycle 

Fuel Injection type Direct injection 

No of Cylinder 1 

Bore x Stroke 92mm x 96mm 

Fuel injection pump Bosch 

Injection timing 170 Before Top Dead Center 

Displacement (L) 638 cc 

Compression ratio 17.7:1 

Rated power 9.0 kW at 2400 RPM 

Rated Torque 43.35 N.m at 1800 RPM  

 

The setup used was a four-stroke single-cylinder diesel engine model 

YANMAR TF120. The schematic diagram of the simplify experimental setup is 

shown Figure . 

 

 

Figure 14 Experimental setup for the investigation of the combustion 
characteristics 

 



2.4.2. Instrumentation and measurement 
The engine was coupled with eddy current dynamometer model BD-15KW 

from Focus Applied Technologies with maximum electric power capacity up to 

15kW. S-type load cell force sensor (Zemic H3-C3-500 Kg-3B) was installed to 

measure engine brake torque. Hall Effect proximity sensor (AOTORO SC12-20 k 

proximity sensor, type PNP-NO, M12 4-24VDC, and 20 mA) was installed. It was 

installed to locate the selected pattern crank trigger sensor plate installed on the 

dynamo that presenting the position of the top dead centre (TDC). TDC is when 

the piston at the highest position on the compression stroke. Therefore, the 

sensor is one of the most important sensors for engine management specifically 

to determine engine speed and position. There is countless different sort of 

sensor and crank trigger sensor plate in the market. Type of sensor used and the 

pattern of the trigger sensor plate was configured within the software. Trigger 

type, trigger signal and home signal are the common setting in the trigger 

configuration tab in the software that requires standard professional calibration 

procedure. DEWESoft X2 software was used as a combustion analyser tool to 

record resolution at every 0.10 CA. 

The Optrand fibre optic-based pressure transducer model Auto-PSI 

C82294-Q was installed to obtain the in-cylinder pressure reading. The cylinder 

pressure sensor was mounted directly to combustion chamber ranges up to 3000 

psi, and sensitivity of approximately 2.63 mV/psi. For analogue to digital signal 

conversion, data acquisition system was needed. Data acquisition system brand 

DEWESoft DAQ model SIRIUSi-HS was used. The technology picked up, 

converted and amplified analogue signals from the pressure transducer sensor 

and proximity sensor. The system is compatible with Windows and allow simple 

USB and Ethercat cable connection.  

2.4.3. Data analysis 
The parameter of interest in the combustion analysis includes heat release 

rate, in-cylinder temperature and the in-cylinder pressure. IMEP was used as 

meant to HRR and the in-cylinder temperature was derived from the in-cylinder 

pressure captured data.  HRR was calculated using equation Error! Reference 



source not found. derived using the first law of thermodynamics for an open 

system. 

2.5 

Where: 

 = heat release rate of change with regards to the crank angle 

change 

ѳ = crank angle   

 = rate of pressure change in with regards to crank angle 

γ = ratio of the specific heat as cp/cv  

V = Volume at any crank angle position 

Indicated Mean effective pressure (IMEP) which is independent of the 

engine size and cylinder number was used as a relative selection of performance 

cycle. IMEP was calculated from the pressure reading collected via the pressure 

sensor using the equation 2.. Procedure for selecting the cycle which represents 

the average cycle is as described.  

  2.6 

Where,  

IMEP = indicated mean effective pressure 

P(i) = in-cylinder pressure at crank angle i 

V(i) = in-cylinder volume at crank angle i. n1 and n2 representing 

two successive BDC crank angle position 



The results are defined as the average of three recorded tests run with 

200 cycles each. In other words, each sample with an average of 600 cycles per 

load. Selection of cycle for combustion characteristic processing was done by 

first extracting all data to excel files. From the first 200 cycles from the first test, 

the IMEP average was obtained. IMEP average was calculated using equation 

2.. Then, Coefficient of variation (COV) IMEP was calculated from the average 

IMEP as per equation 2 and expressed in percentage. The equation is actually 

defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of IMEP to the average of IMEP. 

The standard deviation of IMEP was calculated using equation Error! Reference 

source not found.. Next, from the 200 cycles, the one closest to 0 value was 

selected. The process for all three tests (600 cycles) for each sample was 

repeated. The test with the smallest COV IMEP was selected and from that 

selection of test, one of the cycle within that test with the value closest to the 

average IMEP was selected. The same procedure was repeated for other 

samples. Use the same selected cycle in each sample for the next combustion 

characteristic test  

  2.7 

Where: 

n = recorded number of the power cycle  

  2.8 

 

  2.9 

 

Ignition delay period was derived from the HRR diagram. The delay period 

was presented from the point of a fuel is injected at 170 before TDC. Expected 



drop of HRR after the point of injection till the HRR increase and cross the 

horizontal line where the point of injection start.  

2.4.4. Procedure and setting 
All of the experiments were conducted in the evening with varied ambient 

temperature ± 330C and 370C respectively. The relative humidity level ranged 

from 80% to 90%. The fuel line was flush out every time the fuel is changed. The 

engine was left running for a warm-up period at idle speed and zero engine load 

condition before each actual experiment was executed. The start of fuel injection 

was fixed at 17°C before top dead center (BTDC). Load setting was set to 0, 

25%, 50%, 75%, 100% representing 0Nm, 7Nm, 14Nm, 21Nm, 28Nm (Newton 

Meter) respectively. The engine speed was set to constant 1800 RPM ±2. The 

selection of the speed is based on the optimum brake thermal efficiency 

suggested in the literature. 

The standard operating procedure is as follows: 

 Place the fuel jug on the mass weight. 

 Switch on the computer. 

 Switch on the gas analyser.  

 Switch on Dyno controller.  

 Switch on the mass weight for fuel consumption.  

 Start the engine manually. 

 Take full control of the fuel engine throttle manually. 

 Connect gas analyser host 

 Check all sensor detection display. 

 Start the timer and let the engine run for at least 15 minutes. 



 Set the desired load and monitor the increase of RPM. Adjust to the 

desired RPM and desire load by manually adjusting the mechanical 

throttle. 

 Open DynoMon-3 program, PLW recorder program and DEWE Soft 

X program with setup for Combustion w OPT. 

 For PLW recorder, create a file with the name of the 

fuel_speed_load_and the no of the run. Example: 

D80E10B10_1800rpm_30percent_run1 

 If the fuel consumption is not detected on the software, do it 

manually. Weight the fuel before and after the run while not to 

forget the duration run. 

 Next, on the DEWE Soft X, press the “store” button and name the 

new file with a specific file name. Example: 

D80E10B10_1800rpm_30percent_run1 

 Let the engine run and monitor the cycle until it reaches more than 

200 cycles. 

Collect data 

 
 
 
3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Refer  the article “Mukhtar, M. N. A., Hagos, F. Y., Noor, M. M., Mamat, R., Abdullah, A. A., & 
Aziz, A. R. A. (2019). Tri-fuel emulsion with secondary atomization attributes for greener diesel 
engine–A critical review. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, 111, 490-506. “ 
Appendix 1. 
 
 
 
4. FINDINGS 
 

4.1. Characterization of the micro-explosion and spray of tri-fuel emulsion 



In this section, fuel spray of three different tri-fuel emulsions was 

investigated for the micro-explosion phenomenon through the use of an optically 

accessible constant volume chamber and high-speed camera setup as discussed 

in Chapter 2. The result presentation is classified into two sections namely micro-

explosion as secondary atomization characterization and the spray 

characterization. The micro-explosion as secondary atomization section is further 

discussed through presentation of the characteristics such as visual motion, 

droplet surface area change, centricity with minimum and maximum diameter 

change, axial distance. Furthermore, the spray characterization is presented 

through subsections of spray cone angle, spray spread on the axial direction and 

spray penetration. 

4.1.1. Micro-explosion and secondary atomization characterization 
Micro-explosion phenomenon can occur as high or low intensity with the 

effect of dynamic structure on a droplet within a relatively short and critical 

period. It can be seen that the micro-explosion phenomenon for all three samples 

was identical and have some common dynamic structure. A small scale micro-

explosion known as puffing was observed in great detail. This can be explained 

probably due to the governed effect by the balance between ethanol extreme 

effect and biodiesel compensation attribute. Specifically, the surface tension and 

viscosity of tri-fuel emulsion were not as superior as diesel. The biodiesel ratio 

effect on surface tension may have to prevent the explosion to be a lot more 

severe. Micro-explosion observed in this study is classified under low-intensity 

type known as puffing due to high interfacial tension of biodiesel influence and 

consistent with the reported result on the previous study elsewhere (Qian et al., 

2019).  

Image processing such as threshold, noise reduction and edge detection 

plays an important role in distinguishing the effect of micro-explosion 

phenomenon on a droplet. Figure Error! No text of specified style in 

document.. shows selected zooming raw image sequence of puffing event after 

threshold and noise removal. The progression of droplet deformation can be 

seen occurs within a short period. A similar event was captured for all three 



samples except in pure diesel droplet. Micro-explosion was observed to occur in 

a variety of size and end up with similar deformity. The micro-explosion 

phenomenon found was under low-intensity category known as puffing and in 

this case, the author classified the event as double-side puffing and single side 

puffing. The classification has not been documented in the previous literature. 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..1 Comparison of 
micro-explosion phenomenon in the form of dual side puffing with time after the 
fuel injection. 

 

Puffing could also occur as single side puffing. The one side effect of 

puffing is important to study because it can be considered as half the effect of 

double-side puffing as described in the previous figure. Figure Error! No text of 

specified style in document.. shows sequence image of single side puffing 

evolution taken from S20. The puffing was observed to have a significant impact 

on the droplet during the spray injection. It was observed that the droplet was 

experiencing a shrinking episode before a unidirectional explosion was recorded. 

In consequence to the micro-explosion, a recoil effect could be clearly seen to 

the droplet as it was moving to the opposite direction relative to the explosion. 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..2 Micro-explosion 
phenomenon in the form of single side puffing with time from the fuel injection 

 A particularly important sequence noted is from time t=0 ms to t=0.08 ms 

where the size of the droplet shrinks dramatically before the actual bursting event 

occurs. This is one of the unusual but frequent behaviours that was observed 

before the actual eruption in all micro-explosion phenomenon for all three 

samples. The evolved shape from almost complete sphere shape to almost flat 

oval shape can be observed in all event of micro-explosion phenomenon 

recorded. That one moment in time is like all the mass of the droplet is 

compressed in before been burst out last in a very short amount of time. It sort of 

closest in for a short period before break apart from the inner core a little moment 

later. The probable explanation for the droplet diameter is changing bigger and 

smaller before the explosion because of the boiling occurrence from the inside. 

The temporary inward compressive force observed was similarly found in the 

explosion commonly observed underwater. In other words, droplet shrinks to a 

smaller shape slightly before the micro-explosion phenomenon can be seen in 

the typical event of a common explosion that occurs underwater (Colicchio, 

Greco, Brocchini, & Faltinsen, 2015). This event, however, demands another 

research direction in the future.   

In view of the flat oval shape correspond to the final shape after the event, 

the structure deformation was observed affecting the adjacent droplet and 



ultimately it may affecting the spray distribution. It can be seen that the almost 

flat oval shape maintaining its profile for the remaining time unless collide with 

other droplets nearby. The droplet deformed from spherical shape to oval and 

eventually to snail figure. The shape like a flying hair has been observed in many 

spray occasion. The evolution of droplet fragmentation and deformation due to 

the micro-explosion phenomenon explain this. 

Direct evidence obtained that during the event, it was observed that each 

droplet went through quick phase separation process before micro-explosion 

starts as stated in the literature review section. This can be distinguished by 

observing some part of the droplet total dark and the other part with transparency 

appearance suspected representing the alcohol part.  Figure Error! No text of 

specified style in document.. support the discussion with the label part on the 

droplet with the transparent appearance that represents phase separation that 

occurs before the micro-explosion phenomenon initiate. 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..3 Droplet undergone 
phase separation phase before the micro-explosion phenomenon 

It was also observed that the micro-explosion phenomenon causes the 

droplet to vibrate and bounce a few times before shaping back to the original 

droplet. The vibration caused by the explosion initiates wavy condition to the 



original droplet as the droplet came back to its original shape. The vibrated 

droplet caused by the micro-explosion may or may not change the shape of the 

droplet. However, in all three samples observed, the effect of the vibration could 

not exceed the elastic limit of the droplet due to the high surface tension of 

biodiesel. Hence, the droplet returns to the original shape after multiple time 

shape transformation. Moreover, the shock wave was release by the micro-

explosion observed in the study. The strength and force of the shockwave were 

not found affecting the surrounding droplet at all direction. However, the 

momentum of the fragmented droplet shot out of the original droplet did collide 

with other droplets nearby. 

Multiple minor puffing’s events were observed to occur at the surface of 

the droplet in motion. But the occurrence can only be visible with image zoom-in 

mode. Apparently, the eruption was too small and has no effect on the other 

droplet nearby. In addition, the eruption has caused the birth of satellite droplets. 

Meanwhile, at the end of the spray shot under low velocity, micro-explosion 

phenomenon was observed to occur within the dilatational wave from the 

process of jet breakup in accordance to the basic theory of basic jet breakup 

describe by the Raleigh theory and extended by Weber that considered viscosity 

(“Chapter 10 Atomisation,” 2004). Micro-explosion phenomenon was found 

integrated within the neck formation as a result of oscillation of jet from orifice 

nozzle.   

 

Micro-explosion reduces the droplet size dramatically. In comparison with 

droplet undergo normal deformation state, micro-explosion phenomenon 

deformed the droplet into smaller size or collision with other droplet surroundings. 

Furthermore, because the droplets were not at constant state and may be 

affected by the velocity, the droplet collision occurs with other droplets. However, 

not all collision exercise observed turns out well. In some cases, micro-explosion 

was seen as common breakup type as described in the theory of droplet 

atomization process known as shattering. The event of shattering the droplet was 

captured in Figure Error! No text of specified style in document... Shattering is 



one of the interesting breakup modes that could possibly occur to a single 

spherical droplet after subject to relatively sudden impact. However, it was 

observed in this case, the micro-explosion phenomenon became the ground 

effect to the droplet undergone the process as a shattering process. 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..4 Micro-explosion as 
a shattering process 

 

The micro-explosion phenomenon accelerates the droplet fragmentation 

process in addition to the influence of velocity caused by the injection pressure 

and evaporation process caused by the high temperature. This can be explained 

by referring to the value back to back alcohol and biodiesel with regards to 

surface tension. Agglomeration that was observed due to vigorous particle 

collision from the inside of droplet causes the dramatic shape change with time. 

Micro-explosion under puffing category that was observed some of them 

have a common thread. They turn to change shape and got stretch to x-axis 

direction. Evidently, this causes droplet distance of axial x to dramatically 

increase. It is possible that this phenomenon is responsible for causing the spray 

shape to become wider and bigger distance on axial x of the spray apart from 

possible swirl and turbulence effect.  Without collision, it was observed that 

individual droplet that undergone puffing either single side or dual side category 

will return back to its original shape due to the strong surface tension caused by 

the influence of biodiesel ratio that exceeds the compensate ethanol effect. 

The shape turns odd from normal circle shape and burst. The burst 

reaches distance in the axial x-direction. Some turns to baby droplet or 

sometimes people call satellite droplet. Satellite droplet behaves like a normal 



droplet. No shaking or boiling behaviour observed on satellite or baby droplet. 

The observation supports the definition of micro-explosion as coalescence 

between droplet known as puffing and micro-explosion as sudden evaporation of 

inner component or bursting of boiling from inside the droplet. 

Some of the non-spherical droplets are formed due to the aerodynamic 

effect. It was observed that none of the droplets in oval shape could perform 

micro-explosion phenomenon as mentioned in the literature review. Recall from 

the literature review section, this is probably due to the aerodynamic effect that 

preventing the event from occurring (W. B. Fu et al., 2002; Mukhtar et al., 2019). 

The droplet may require additional energy to overcome certain thick capsulated 

area within the droplet surface.  In addition to that, surface tension influence by 

the biodiesel ratio could have made it even harder to burst. 

4.1.2. Droplet Surface area change 
The effect of the micro-explosion phenomenon on the droplet surface area 

is important to the study because it relates to the meant of exposing the 

maximum surface area of a droplet for fast vapour phase transformation to take 

place. Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.. (a) shows the line 

graph which illustrates a plot comparison between droplet with and without micro-

explosion in term of surface area change with time. It can be seen from the 

droplet that undergoes micro-explosion showed twice a sudden drop and 

increase, unlike normal droplet. The droplet surface area dropped dramatically 

from t=0.1ms to t=0.25ms for double side puffing. The sudden decrease of 

droplet surface area occurs just a moment before the micro-explosion 

phenomenon. This is followed by a gradual and continuous increment of the 

surface area up to 0.3ms. The increment is expected due to the micro-explosion 

burst so long as there is no collision with any adjacent droplet takes place. 

Without any collision, it can be seen that the final result of the droplet surface 

area is still far below the original surface area compared to the surface area at 

the initial point before micro-explosion starts. The directional of the affected area 

as the surface area gradually increase and will be presented as the axial 

deformation plot later. In comparison, without micro-explosion, droplet remains 



steady with no significant rise or fall pattern. Regardless of single or double side 

puffing, the sudden swallow in gravitational alike effect before micro-explosion 

resulted in concave down, decreasing surface area before followed by concave 

down again but with a gradual increasing surface area. In contrast, it is apparent 

that was not the case with the normal droplet. It was also observed from the 

normal droplet behaviour that the evaporation rate is extremely small within such 

a short recording period. Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.. 

(b) is another micro-explosion event that demonstrates single side puffing with an 

almost similar pattern. The surface area of droplet undergone puffing decrease 

dramatically for 0.1 ms before increase significantly for a period of 0.3 ms. The 

droplet gets back to its normal behaviour after that similar to the normal droplet. 

To sum up, single side puffing effect on droplet surface area appeared to be 

similar with double side puffing with sudden and significant concave down pattern 

which opens up more chances for the evaporation process to concur.  

 

  

 (a) (b) 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..5 The surface area of 
droplet undergone (a) double side puffing and (b) single side puffing 

 

The sudden surface area dropped was observed occurs at the initiation 

stage of the micro-explosion. Evidently, this is because of the initiation of the 

micro-explosion phenomenon. The finding is important because the surface area 

decrease of the droplet indicates that the overall atomization process could be 



improved. Overall, the concave pattern decreasing and increasing is the potential 

chance for the evaporation process to take place in between the frame. 

Furthermore, the evaporation rate is extremely small within such a short 

recording period as observed hence, micro-explosion phenomenon plays its role 

significantly. The condition of the fuel droplet surface area is determined by how 

strong is the surface tension.  The decrease of droplet surface area may cause 

the temperature of the droplet to increase and facilitate the evaporation process. 

The evaporation can take place on the droplet surface. The rate of the 

evaporation based on the vapour diffusion from the droplet surface.  

4.1.3. Centricity with Min and Max diameter change 
Droplet centricity represents the spherical status of a droplet. The result is 

important because it demonstrates the effect of the micro-explosion phenomenon 

on a droplet in comparison with the normal droplet. Figure Error! No text of 

specified style in document.. (a) shows centricity of droplet undergone double 

side puffing in comparison with the normal droplet. The value of the droplet 

centricity was reduced as the droplet going through the event. This indicates that 

the shape is losing its spherical shape dramatically within a short period. Figure 

Error! No text of specified style in document.. (b) provides information about 

droplet diameter at the minimum and maximum size in the event of double-side 

puffing. The information is complimenting in Figure Error! No text of specified 

style in document.. (a). Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.. 

(c) shows centricity of droplet undergone single side puffing in comparison with 

the normal droplet. The value of the droplet centricity was reduced as the droplet 

going through the event. Again, this indicates that the shape is losing its 

spherical shape dramatically within a short period.  Figure Error! No text of 

specified style in document.. (d) shows droplet diameter at the minimum and 

maximum size in the event of single side puffing. It complements Figure Error! 

No text of specified style in document.. (c). The pattern looks similar to 

double-side puffing.  
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..6 Centricity of droplet 
undergone double side puffing (a) with its droplet diameter (b) and centricity of 
droplet undergone single side puffing (c) with its droplet diameter 

 

The major finding is that the centricity of the droplet undergone micro-

explosion phenomenon decrease significantly within a short period. Regardless 

of a single side or double side puffing, the centricity of both events shows a 

similar pattern. The meaning of the finding is that the micro-explosion 

phenomenon drastically changes the shape of the droplet from common 

spherical shape to irregular shape subject to the micro-explosion phenomenon. 

This is not the case with normal droplet behaviour. The finding is important 

because the sequence of puffing and micro-explosion phenomenon actually 



affect droplet shape significantly within a short period which could be an 

advantage to allow the mixing of air and fuel to take place. 

4.1.4. Axial distance on X and Y direction 
The measured axial distance refers to the distance of the origin droplet 

and the satellite droplet location as a result of the bursting subject to axial 

direction X or Y. By analysing the axial distance result subject to the axial 

direction, one should be able to understand the impact of the phenomenon. 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.. (a) shows the effect of 

double-side puffing on droplet bursting distance on axial x versus time in 

comparison to a selected droplet of almost similar size without micro-explosion 

phenomenon. Axial distance X decreased slightly before actual bursting and 

accelerate the increased of axial distance X. This was not the case with normal 

droplet behaviour. Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.. (b) 

shows the effect of single-side puffing on droplet bursting distance on axial X 

versus time. The impact of the burst originated by the micro-explosion was 

illustrated by the dramatic increase of the axial distance X. For single side 

puffing, it was observed that the axial distance decreases slightly less than 

double side puffing at the beginning before accelerate to a positive value 

significantly after that. Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.. (c) 

shows droplet bursting distance on axial-Y versus time. The droplet with a micro-

explosion phenomenon experience a slight decrease in axial distance effect on 

axis Y in contrast to the normal droplet. The effect however temporary the droplet 

reshapes and get back to the axial distance original track. Normal droplet did not 

experience the axial distance change at all within that short period. Figure Error! 

No text of specified style in document.. (d) illustrates droplet bursting distance 

on axial Y with time due to puffing in comparison with axial distance Y for the 

normal droplet. Again, the axial distance Y decrease slightly in comparison with 

the normal droplet. However not as dramatically as axial distance X. 

 



  

 (a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..7 Axial distance X of 
droplet undergone (a) double side puffing and (b) single side puffing. Axial 
distance Y of droplet undergone (c) double side puffing and (d) single side 
puffing 

 

The key observation from this experiment is the droplet spreading dynamic 
causes by low-intensity micro-explosion phenomenon known as puffing. 
Regardless of single or dual side puffing, the event promotes efficient 
atomization progression. Within a short period, the finding of micro-explosion 
impact on the axial distance X of droplet changes significantly different than the 
normal droplet. The deformation and bursting outcome on axial distance X effect 
for a single or dual side puffing produce a similar pattern. This is not the case 
with the effect on axial Y direction. Possibly the effect on axial Y direction yields 
concaves up pattern because of the surface tension effect as well as the 
momentum and gravity pull. Furthermore, the impact on axial Y direction which is 
in the same direction as spray penetration not as much as the axial distance X 
which is parallel to the spray spread. The meaning of the finding is that the micro-
explosion phenomenon affects droplet axial distance X significantly and Y 



slightly. The event can be considered as a premonition to the spray 
characteristics which points out that the axial distance formation to the axial X 
direction and this may one of the explanation of why the spray axial distance 
increase. The result of the spray spread will be presented and discussed next. 
 
Results on the physicochemical characteristics can be found on published paper 
in Appendix 2. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 

The experiments conducted to achieve the first objective answer the first 

research question. For objective 1, fuel characterization was the goal and the 

objective is fully met. Because ethanol and diesel are known to be immiscible in 

nature, proper biodiesel is included as a stabilizer and require adequate agitation 

method. Normal agitator such as stirring or shaking may not work and concur fast 

phase separation. Therefore, the effect of proportion ratio and ultrasonic 

emulsifying setting on the physicochemical properties of tri-fuel emulsion have 

been explored. Statistical analysis was done to reveal the interaction between 

control factors related to agitation mechanisms such as amplitude and cycle as 

well as control factors related to formulation ratios such as percentage content of 

ethanol and biodiesel.  It was found that the Interaction between control factors 

exist and affect the physicochemical properties of the tri-fuel emulsion prepared. 

Density, viscosity and surface tension are the significant properties relevant to 

the fuel atomization process. Furthermore, droplet quality before and after going 

through the fuel injection system that previously merely presumed to be identical 

have been compared. Morphology basis of tri-fuel emulsion droplet before and 

after the injection has been confirmed. From a number of experiments 

conducted, the conclusion is made to justify meeting the first objective as follow: 

 Percentage of ethanol content has a significant effect on tri-fuel 

emulsion physicochemical properties without any significant 

interaction with other control factors. 

 Two control factor interaction, mainly ethanol and biodiesel were 

detected statistically on the viscosity reading.  



 Ethanol influence strongly the viscosity and the significant decrease 

due to the ethanol effect can be compensated by biodiesel opposite 

effect. In other words, the percentage of biodiesel content 

compensates for the effect of ethanol.  

 Cycle setting plays a significant role to balance the gravity of the 

interaction between biodiesel and ethanol effect on viscosity. 

 Interaction between cycle setting and ethanol percentage on the 

decrease of surface tension was statistically significant. 

 From the interaction between ethanol and cycle setting, with 

moderate amplitude and biodiesel content, the surface tension 

dramatically decreased as ethanol increase. 

 High cycle setting deescalates the decrease of the surface tension 

as more ethanol content is added. 

 Cross-section interaction between biodiesel and amplitude setting 

which influence the surface tension outcome is present. 

 Amplitude plays a significant role in manipulating biodiesel effect on 

the increase or decrease of the surface tension. 

 Surface tension response oppositely to the high content of biodiesel 

regardless of amplitude level. 

Low or high amplitude with a low percentage of biodiesel resulted in no 

major difference to the average droplet size. However, with high biodiesel 

percentage, low amplitude setting contributed to a bigger size, while a high 

amplitude setting led to more refine size.  

100 days’ stability test of tri-fuel emulsion revealed three distinct stages of 

phase separation process timeline. This answer why exists vague of information 

from the previous study related to tri-fuel stability. 



From morphology study, aerodynamic formation due to aerodynamic 

effect, the location of the dispersed component in the droplet may change, 

resulting in oval shape droplets formation detected. 

In the second objective, the investigation of tri-fuel emulsion undergone 

micro-explosion phenomenon was executed. Low-intensity category of micro-

explosion phenomenon with a single side and double side puffing were observed 

in great detail. The impact of the micro-explosion has been revealed by the 

thorough investigation on a located focus image of a single droplet deformation 

was undergone high-pressure injection. The image of droplet undergone micro-

explosion phenomenon was located, processed and quantified by obtaining the 

diameter, centricity change, axial X and Y spread and the surface area change. 

Furthermore, high-pressure spray characteristics of tri-fuel emulsion under low 

and high temperature were compared namely spray cone angle, spray spread – 

axial distance and spray penetration. The following conclusion is drawn to 

meeting the second objective of the research: - 

 The micro-explosion observed in this study is classified under low-

intensity type known as puffing due to high interfacial tension of 

biodiesel influence. 

 The micro-explosion phenomenon accelerates the droplet 

fragmentation process in addition to the influence of velocity 

caused by the injection pressure and evaporation process caused 

by the high temperature. 

 Without collision, an individual droplet that undergone puffing either 

single side or dual side category will return back to its original 

shape due to the strong surface tension caused by the influence of 

biodiesel ratio that exceeds the compensate ethanol effect. 

 Puffing causes droplet distance of axial x to dramatically increase 

and possible that this phenomenon that may cause the spray shape 



to become wider and bigger distance on axial x of the spray apart 

from possible swirl and turbulence effect. 

 Droplet diameter is changing bigger and smaller before the 

explosion because of the boiling occurrence from the inside. 

 The droplet shape turns odd from normal circle shape and burst 

reaching distance in the axial x-direction as satellite droplet. 

 None of the droplets in oval shape could perform micro-explosion 

due to the aerodynamic effect that could have to prevent the event 

from occurring. The droplet may require additional energy to 

overcome certain thick capsulated area within the droplet surface.  

In addition to that, surface tension influence by the biodiesel ratio 

made it even harder to burst. 

 Phase separation occurred shortly before micro-explosion initiated 

indicates that this may be a good indicator for micro-explosion to 

occur.  

 The sudden surface area dropped was observed occurs at the 

initiation stage of the micro-explosion and not after the micro-

explosion phenomenon.  

 Overall, the concave pattern decreasing and increasing is the 

potential chance for the evaporation process to take place in 

between the frame. 

 The centricity of the droplet underwent micro-explosion 

phenomenon decrease significantly within a short period.  

 Regardless of a single side or double side puffing, the centricity of 

both graphs shows a similar pattern.  



 The micro-explosion phenomenon drastically changes the shape of 

the droplet from common spherical shape to irregular shape subject 

to the micro-explosion phenomenon. 

 The axial distance X effect for a single or dual side puffing yield a 

similar pattern. 

 The effect on axial Y direction yields unique and repetitive concave 

up pattern. 

 The micro-explosion phenomenon affects droplet axial distance X 

and Y significantly. 

 The presence of liquid core during initial injection and short liquid 

sheet at the end of the injection were observed. 

 The effect of the high ambient temperature led to a noticeable 

spray shape pattern.  

 The finding from a spray cone angle suggests that tri-fuel 

emulsions improvement could be achieved and noticeable only at 

the beginning of the spray. 

 From a radial distance or spray spread plotted under high 

temperature, significant spray spread improvement was observed 

for tri-fuel emulsion 

 Spray penetration finding suggests that the accumulative droplet 

within the spray injection causing the momentum of the spray to 

increase. 

 

The objective is fully met and the finding removed the positional ambiguity 

of the micro-explosion phenomenon possible occurrence in CI engine. A most 

important finding from the second objective is the complexity of the breakup 



process caused by the micro-explosion phenomenon. It was previously not yet 

fully understood and now in the spotlight. The common structure of droplet gone 

through micro-explosion phenomenon that is previously unknown has been 

revealed. Hair look-alike droplet as finding has been interpreted. From origin 

spherical shape to hair look alike droplet has been discovered. 

In the third objective, combustion characteristics of the tri-fuel emulsion 

were revealed specifically focus on the ignition delay period. Result from single 

cylinder CI engine test, heat release rate, in-cylinder pressure and in-cylinder 

temperature were analysed. The following conclusion is drawn to justify meeting 

the research objective 3: 

 Overall ignition delay period comparison with different loads 

suggest that tri-fuel emulsions require additional time to ignite 

compared to diesel. 

 During the ignition delay period, HRR curve exhibit negative value 

was due to atomization and evaporation effect 

 With 0% load, during the ignition delay period, HRR of tri-fuel 

emulsion, specifically S17 compete with diesel. 

 With 0% load, peak HRR of tri-fuel emulsion specifically S17 was 

the highest exceeding diesel. 

 With 0% load, in-cylinder temperature for all tri-fuel emulsions 

during the ignition delay period exceed diesel. 

 Another significant difference during the ignition delay period was 

that all tri-fuel emulsions cool down slightly before actual ignition as 

a result of latent heat of evaporation effect and it was not the case 

with diesel. 

 With 0% load, peak in-cylinder temperature for specifically tri-fuel 

emulsion S17 was the highest and exceed diesel. 



 With 0% load, in-cylinder pressure for all tri-fuel emulsions during 

the ignition delay period exceed diesel. 

 With 0% load, peak in-cylinder pressure for all tri-fuel emulsions 

exceeds diesel with S17 the highest. 

 Load shortening tri-fuel emulsion ignition delay period. 
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